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Sub-Branch Meetings

I haven’t got much to say this

Committee
Sub-Branch
month. I think the most important
thing for our sub-Branch and the Mondays 5.30pm Sundays 10:30am
rest of them in NSW is what is
15th May
27th May
going to come out of Congress at
19th June
25th June
Albury this week.
17th July
No Meeting
We await President Ron Duckworth’s
st
Tuesday, 1 August, Bus Trip
Congress report to put us in the picture with
the current state of affairs with RSLNSW.
21st August
27th August
Congratulations on James Brown our new
State President. Additionally our own FSMDC Ray “Jesse” James is back on State
Council and is Vice President Metropolitan.
Our new Secretary Lee-Ann is settling in. She has (and is still having) trouble with the
computer I gave her as it is not connecting to her internet the way she needs it. Looks
like a visit to Lee-Ann’s place by President Ron to do some doctoring.
I have to mention the City of Bankstown RSL sub-Branch who have been allowing Ron
and I to get a few things done to it to make it last for another 15 years. Thanks a lot
Bankstown it means a lot to our Women’s Auxiliary to be able to use it in their fund
raising.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
ANZAC Day has come and gone and what a busy
period it was. ANZAC Services at the schools, Nursing
Homes and our own Dawn Service kept the committee
going all the time. Everyone made us most welcome.
Our ANZAC Luncheon was another success with …..
Members and ladies sitting down to an enjoyable lunch. The Women’s
Auxiliary running their raffle, raising around $500.00 for their charities.
ANZAC Day saw about 1,200 people filling the roadway at the front of
the club. 970 filed through for breakfast. Except for 2015, the centenary
of ANZAC, this was the best number yet. We seem to be growing each
year.
During the period we lost 2 Members, namely Peter Wilson and Laurie
Fisher, both were given a fitting send off. See last post for details.
Gary and I took the Women’s Auxiliary on the monthly bus trip in April
and May. As an aside, Bankstown sub-Branch have given us permission
to make a few modification to the bus as part of the registration process.
During the last week, Ian Muirhead and I travelled to Albury for the
annual State Congress. There are a couple of amendments that affect us
as sub-Branch Members:
1.
The first $5,000 of nett income is now exempt from the donation
tiers. It won’t affect us greatly as we tend to donated more than
what is required.
2.
All State Councillor’s expenses will now be itemised and
distributed to sub-Branches quarterly. This will give us a chance to
see what the State Councillors are spending.
3.
The Constitution now has a provision to remove or stand down
State Councillors should they come under investigation in the
future. This was part of the problem in the past.
The election for the State Council revealed some surprises although at the
same time gives us hope for the future. James Brown from Bondi subBranch was elected President. He is a younger veteran who defeated the
incumbent, John Haines by about 30 votes after the distribution of
preferences.
…… Continued
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Continued …….

From our district, Ray (Jesse) James was elected as
Metropolitan Vice-President with a clear lead. Overall, there are 7 new
Councillors with State Treasurer yet to be elected. They now have 3
years to get the job done and restore confidence in the RSL.
Our next bus trip will be to the Waterview Restaurant for Christmas in
July, except it is on Tuesday, 1st August. Flyers available today and need
to be back by our Committee Meeting in July. i.e. Monday, 17th.
Remember to be eligible for the bus trips and Christmas hams you have to
attend 5 meetings in the last 12 months. Don’t miss out by not attending.

Your Welfare Officers:
Laurie Scutts .....................
Ron Duckworth ................
Ross Graham ....................
Kevin Mahony ..................
Alan (Gadget) Parkin ........

02 9786 0516
02 9644 1635
02 9771 1813
02 9644 8794
02 9785 8676
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| 0417 062 450
| 0408 245 255
| 0490 069 331
| 0425 279 111
| 0404 567 520

SECRETARY’S REPORT
Hello Everyone
It’s that time again to write my report. Where did the
time go to?
I attended the ANZAC Commemoration at Bass Hill
this year and was impressed with the turnout. I was
honoured to give a speech for the service and thought
the entire service was extremely well done. The
number of guests who attended breakfast and stayed for a while
afterwards was pretty good too. I managed to speak to some of them who
conveyed how well the Bass Hill Dawn Service is done and how much
they enjoyed it.
I am slowly but surely getting into the role of Honorary Secretary. I
would like to thank the Committee for their support whilst I transition
into the position. I give extra special thanks to Gary Roser for his support
and help during this time as well. I know he is going through a tough
time at home so his support is extra appreciated. Especially, due to a
family commitment, I cannot attend the May meeting and he has
magnanimously agreed to stand in for me. Thank you Gary
Look forward to seeing you all at the June meeting. Stay safe and well
and have fun.
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You Know When Your Over the Hill When……
Wouldn't it be great if we could put ourselves in the dryer for ten
minutes; come out wrinkle-free and three sizes smaller!
Last year I joined a support group for procrastinators. We haven't
met yet!
I don't trip over things, I do random gravity checks!
I don't need anger management. I need people to stop p*$$*(g me
off!
Old age is coming at a really bad time!
When I was a child I thought Nap Time was a punishment ... now,
as a grown up, it just feels like a small vacation!
The biggest lie I tell myself is ... "I don't need to write that down, I'll
remember it."
Lord grant me the strength to accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I can & the friends to post my bail
when I finally snap!
I don't have gray hair. I have "wisdom highlights". I'm just very
wise.
My people skills are just fine. It's my tolerance to idiots that needs
work.
Teach your daughter how to shoot, because a restraining order is
just a piece of paper.
ooooo00000ooooo

Some doctor on the TV this morning said that the way to achieve
inner peace is to finish all the things you have started. So I looked
around my house to see things I'd started and hadn't finished and,
before leaving the house this morning, I finished off a bottle of
Merlot, a bottle of shhhardonay, a bodle of Baileys, abutle of
vocka, a pockage of Pringlies, the res of the Chesescke a n a box
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a chocolets. Yu haf no idr ow frigin gud I fel. Peas sen dis orn to
anyy yu fee ar in ned ov inr pece.

I came into this world with
bugger all,
and I've still got most of it
left!
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Bumper-Stickers Seen On U.S. Military Bases:
• 101st Airborne Division- “ When it comes to Combat, care enough
to send the very best”, “When in doubt, empty the magazine”
• “Sniper– You can run, but you’ll just die tired!”
• “Machine Gunners – Accuracy By Volume”
• “Except For Ending Slavery, Fascism, Nazism and Communism,
WAR has Never Solved Anything.”
• ” U.S. Army. Certified Counselors to the 72 Virgins Dating
Club.”
• " U.S. Air Force – Travel Agents To Allah”
• “The Marine Corps – When It Absolutely, Positively Has To Be,
Destroyed Overnight”
• “Death Smiles At Everyone – Your Army Smiles Back”
• “What Do I Feel When I Kill A Terrorist? A Little Recoil”
• “Marines – Providing Enemies of America an Opportunity To Die
For their Country Since 1775"
• “Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Anyone Who Threatens It”
• “Happiness Is A Belt-Fed Weapon”
• “It’s God’s Job to Forgive Bin Laden – It was Our Job To Arrange
The Meeting”
• “Army Aviation Brings Dignity to What Would Otherwise Be Just
A Vulgar Brawl”
• “One Shot, Twelve Kills – U.S. Naval Gun Fire Support “
• “My Kid Fought In Iraq So Your Kid Can Party In College and
Protest”
• “A Dead Enemy Is A Peaceful Enemy – Blessed Be The
Peacemakers”
• “Some people spend an entire lifetime wondering if they made a
difference in the world. But the US military doesn’t have that
problem."
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Once there was a guy whose parents named him
Odd. All through school, Odd was made fun of for his
odd name.
Eventually, as an grown man, he found a beautiful
woman to marry and raise a family with.
During a summer day in their 70s, Odd told his wife as
they sat in the living room that he had never liked his
odd name.
He told her that, when he died, she should just put his
birthday and date of death on the grave, without his
name.
Sure enough, several years later, Odd passed away. His
wife did as he had requested, and buried him, putting
only his birthday and date of death on the gravestone.
But it was futile. .........To this day, people still walk by
the grave and say: “Isn’t that Odd?”
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Poor old Gran'Dad's passed away, cut off in his prime,
He never had a day off crook - gone before his time,
We found him in the dunny, collapsed there on the seat,
A startled look upon his face, his trousers around his
feet.
The doctor said his heart was good - fit as any trout,
The Constable had ta have his say, 'foul play' was not ruled out.
There were theories at the inquest of snakebite with no trace,
Of redbacks quietly creeping and death from outer space!
No-one had a clue at all, the Judge was in some doubt,
When Dad was called to have his say as to how it came about,
'I reckon I can clear it up,' said Dad with trembling breath,
'You see it's quite a story - but it could explain his death!'
'This 'ere 'exploration mob' had been lookin' at our soil,
And they reckoned that our farm was just the place for oil,
So they came and put a bore down and said they'd make some trials,
They drilled a hole as deep as hell, they said about three miles!
Well, they never found a trace of oil and off they went, post haste,
And I couldn't see a hole like that go to flamin' waste,
So I moved the dunny over it - real smart move I thought,
I'd never have to dig again - and never be 'caught short'.
The day I moved the dunny, it looked a proper sight,
But I didn't dream poor Gran'Dad would pass away that
night!
Now I reckon what has happened - poor Gran'Dad didn't
know
We had a power outage at my house this morning and my PC, laptop, TV, DVD,
iPad, ham radio & my new surround sound music system were all shut down.
Then I discovered that my iPhone battery was out of juice and to top it off it was
raining outside, so I couldn't play golf. I went into the kitchen to make coffee and
then I remembered that this also needs power, so I sat and talked with my wife for a
few hours.
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The Sydney Harbour Cruise
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ANZAC Luncheon 2017
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ANZAC Day 2017

Approximately 1200 people attended
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Chinese development in Indian Ocean raising concern of
possible militarisation among major players
by South Asia correspondent James Bennett

Japan, India, Australia and the
United States are closely
monitoring
China's
infrastructure development on
the Indian Ocean rim amid
increasing concern about the
potential for militarisation in
the sea lanes which carry
much of the world's oil.
China's Liaoning aircraft carrier with
accompanying fleet in the South China Sea.

One form er Am erican
intelligence chief is warning
the only way to avoid that is
to make confrontation

unpalatable for China.
With an eye to China's current island reclamation activity in the South
China Sea, Japan, which is almost wholly dependent on imported oil, is
particularly nervous.
"Yes, China is a kind of threat to us in the South China Sea. Will this
Indian Ocean be the same, or different?" asked Nobuo Tanaka, a former
Japanese bureaucrat and head of the International Energy Agency.
More than 80 per cent of the world's seaborne oil trade passes through
three Indian Ocean choke points — the Strait of Hormuz, Strait of
Malacca and Bab el-Mandab.
"This area, the Indian Ocean, is so important for us now because it
connects our energy sources in the Middle East to Asia and to Japan," Mr
Tanaka said at an Indian Ocean security conference in New Delhi this
week.
The chair of the Sasakawa Peace Foundation think tank said Japan was
worried about a Chinese road, rail and pipeline project from China
through central Asia and Pakistan, which culminates at a deep-water port
14

close to Karachi, strategically located near the entrance to the Persian
Gulf.
"China is trying to develop so-called 'one belt, one road' strategy and
they're extending their power projecting their power to this area also," he
said.
"The Indian Ocean is already seeing a level of competition that I think we
would not have anticipated 10 years ago, we've seen investments by
China, Japan, the United States, Singapore, India all across the Indian
ocean littoral from Iran to Djibouti, east Africa to South-East Asia.
What will the United States do?
The biggest uncertainty is US President Donald Trump.
White House spokesman Sean Spicer has already signalled President
Trump's intention to "defend international territories from being taken
over by one country", in reference to potential confrontation in the South
China Sea
The question among policy wonks is whether he will adopt a similar
stance in the Indian Ocean.
"I would also urge those of you who are watching the United States to
look a little bit below the surface and not to be captured by social media
— from whatever source," retired US Admiral and former Director of
America's National Intelligence agencies, Dennis Blair, joked at the New
Delhi conference.
"Enjoy the spectacle," Admiral Blair said, in reference to President
Trump's penchant for conducting foreign policy via Twitter.
Make it 'very high risk' for China
But in support of President Trump's promised military build-up, Admiral
Blair also said the only way to deter Chinese aggression was for other
countries to ensure that China knew it would lose any confrontation.
"What's really important, I believe, is for India, Japan and the United
States to modernise and strengthen our own maritime, air and, where
necessary, ground capabilities to improve that military balance in our
favour, and therefore make it very high risk for China to undertake
military aggression."
…… Continued
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Continued …….

Australia's balancing act

Australia's foreign policy establishment is similarly awaiting direction
from Washington.
Within Australia's Department of Foreign Affairs, there is also continued
debate on the merits of reviving formal four-way security cooperation
between Australia, Japan, India and the United States.
Supporters argue it would send an important message about the
democracies' shared desire to protect the status quo.
Opponents fear it would be seen as provocative by China.
Former Labor Foreign Minister Stephen Smith withdrew Australia from
the Japanese-led initiative in 2007, a move widely seen as a win for
Chinese diplomacy.
Professor Rory Medcalf, from the Australian National University's
National Security College, said since then, much of the work as continued
'by stealth' under three-way arrangements between Australia, Japan and
the US, and the US, Japan and India.
"The four countries are of course being careful about Chinese reactions,
but at the same time, none of us wants to allow China to veto the
dialogues we have with each other," he said.
Professor Medcalf argues Australia's interests are best served by working
with regional powers to urge Chinese restraint, and to keep America
engaged.
"Countries like Japan, Australia and India will get together with one
voice, to say, on the one hand to China, 'be more stabilising' in the way its
using its growing power," Professor Medcalf said.
"But also to send a message to the United States, that we want a forthright
and engaged and balanced American presence in the region."

Relationships are a lot like algebra. Have you
ever looked at your X and wondered Y?
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A satellite image shows what the Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative says
appears to be anti-aircraft guns and close-in weapons systems on the Hughes
reef in the South China Sea. Photograph: Digitalglobe/Reuters

Apparent weapons systems on Johnson reef in the South China
Sea. Photograph: Digitalglobe/Reuters
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Press Releases from the Minister of Defence Media Branch

NAVY
What is the Naval Shipbuilding Plan?
The Naval Shipbuilding Plan released on 16 May 2017 outlines the Government’s vision for the Australian naval shipbuilding enterprise and the
significant investment required in coming decades.
The Australian Government is laying the foundations for an Australianwide naval shipbuilding enterprise, ending the boom-bust cycle that has
afflicted the Australian naval shipbuilding and sustainment industry. This
will provide certainty to local businesses and shipbuilding workers.
Modernisation of our naval forces is a complex, national endeavour aimed
at building and sustaining Australia’s naval capabilities, creating economic growth through maximising Australian industry involvement, and
securing Australian jobs for future generations.
The Government will invest:


around $90 billion in new naval ships and submarines;



more than $1 billion in modern shipyard infrastructure; and

 more than $25 million in workforce growth and skilling initiatives to
enable the delivery of these platforms.
Four key enablers are required to implement the Government’s Naval
Shipbuilding Plan:


modern, innovative and secure naval shipbuilding infrastructure;



workforce growth and development;



a sustainable and cost-competitive Australian industrial base; and



a national collaborative approach.

Success will see the realisation of the significant strategic, economic and
employment advantages to Australia that a national naval shipbuilding
and sustainment capability can bring.
http://www.defence.gov.au/navalshipbuildingplan/
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Hard Times Are Coming
This morning, the Muslim Brotherhood warned the United States that if the
United States continued meddling in Syria, Egypt , Libya, and other
potential Hot spots in the Middle East, they intend to cut off America's
supply of 7-11 and Motel 6 managers.
If this action does not yield sufficient results, cab drivers will be next,
followed By Dell, AT&T, and AOL customer service reps. Finally, if all
else fails, they have threatened to not send us any more Presidents.

Money talks ...but all mine ever says is good-bye.
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ARMY

Regional Force Surveillance Units
Australian Army soldier
Private Sharume Creed from
the Pilbara Regiment keeps
afloat with improvised
floatation device during a
training activity near
Karratha, Western Australia,
on Wednesday 29th March

The Australian Army’s Pilbara Regiment is a Regional Force Surveillance
Unit that conducts reconnaissance, surveillance and community
engagement. It is responsible for an area of 1.3 million km2 from Port
Hedland to Carnarvon in Western Australia, and from the coast to the
border with the Northern Territory.
The soldiers of the Pilbara Regiment maintain knowledge of the area by
conducting reconnaissance patrols by foot, vehicle and watercraft;
surveillance from static observation posts; and by systematic
communication and liaison with police, customs, other regional
authorities, and with local landowners.
The Pilbara Regiment provides soldiers in support of major exercises
linked to Army’s short-term contingency plan, making it a key component
of the Australian Defence Force.

I find it ironic that the colors red, white,
and blue stand for freedom until they are
flashing behind you.
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Operation HIGHROAD

Australian Army soldier Warrant
Officer Class 2 Kylie Nuernberg
is a mentor at the Afghan
National Army Officer Academy,
training Officer Cadets at
Forward Operating Base
Qargha.

Warrant Officer Class Two Kylie Nuernberg is deployed on Operation
Highroad as a female mentor for the female instructors of the Afghan
National Army Officer Academy (ANAOA) in Kabul.
She is embedded with the British-led adviser effort providing critical
mentoring support to ANAOA with partners from the UK, Denmark and
New Zealand.
The mentors are also assisting with the training of the Afghan Officer
Cadets, in all facets of leadership and military skills in both the field and
barracks environment.
About 270 personnel from the Royal Australian Navy, the Australian
Army, the Royal Australian Air Force and Defence civilians are deployed
on Operation Highroad as part of Australia’s commitment to the NATOled Resolute Support mission.

Just read that 4,153,237 people got married last
year, not to cause any trouble but shouldn't
that be an even number?
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RAAF
Air Task Group Continues Strike Action
Among the multitude of international voices that can be heard on the
combat aircraft radio net above Mosul the Australian accent stands out for
many reasons.
Well regarded for their professionalism, dedication and long-term commitment to defeating Daesh, the Australian voices are a reminder that the
RAAF’s Air Task Group is continuing to take the fight to the enemy in
support of Iraqi Security Forces (ISF), who are slowly but surely liberating West Mosul.
The release of a Precision Guided Munition (PGM) from an F/A18 Hornet aircraft occurs in the blink of an eye, but the work done prior to
achieve that moment involves long, complex and thorough preparation.
Commander - Air Task Group, Air Commodore (AIRCDRE) Mike
Kitcher said the process undertaken at the coalition’s Combined Air Operations Centre (CAOC) to conduct a strike involves many agencies and
processes to deliver munitions where they will achieve their best effect.
“Hours prior to jets arriving on-station in West Mosul, the CAOC team
begin liaison with coalition strike cells and review intelligence reporting
of the area, to identify potential target areas,” AIRCDRE Kitcher said.
“Prior to the Hornets launching, Ground Liaison personnel from the Australian Army will brief the aircrew on the situation they can expect on the
ground in West Mosul, including expected friendly positions and planned
schemes of manoeuvre.
“After air to air refuelling our Hornets approach West Mosul and dynamic
target requests will be made to the CAOC team.
“These will come from the Iraqi Security Forces and coalition support
personnel who are on the ground in or near to West Mosul.
“They will request support when they are coming under enemy fire or if
they identify Daesh targets that are impeding their advance.”
ISF and supporting coalition personnel will use a combination of direct
observation and intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance resources to
pinpoint enemy targets.
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This includes Full Motion Video (FMV) feeds from Remotely Piloted
Aircraft overhead West Mosul, to refine targets, assess for legality and
proportionality, ensure Iraqi government approval and minimise the risk
to civilians before making a strike request.
Australian Hornets carry a variety of weapons, including Low Collateral
Damage weapons, referred to as LOCO by the airmen, to ensure maximum flexibility when destroying valid targets while minimising the risk
of harming civilians and property.
“Our weapons are very precise,” AIRCDRE Kitcher said.
“We use a range of weapons and in West Mosul a lot of those have been
LOCO bombs because of the nature of the terrain.
“There are lots of old buildings very close together there.”
To date the Air Task Group have dropped in excess of 1,860 munitions
from approximately 2,300 Hornet sorties, ably supported by 990 KC-30A
tanker sorties transferring over 75 million pounds of fuel and 340 E-7AWedgetail sorties conducting control of all air operations in the battlespace.
Number 1 Squadron and their Super Hornets have recently taken over
from Number 77 Squadron in the strike role.
This sees the Super Hornets return to theatre for the second time since
2015 and the completion of more than two years of successful continuous
operations
from the
Classic
Hornets from
Number 3,
75 and 77
Squadrons.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McDonnell...F/A-18_Hornet_in_Australian_service
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LAST POST
Peter Wilson
Born 26 March, 1930—Died 25th March, 2017
Staff Sergeant 26297
RAA-RAR-RAADC
KOREA 1955-56 VIETNAM 1966-67

Lawrence William Fisher
Born 3 May, 1937—Died 5th May, 2017
Trooper 2752759
National Service - CMF
12 Training Batt. & 1 RNSWL & 1/15 RNSWL

STOP PRESS

Vietnamese Water Skiing
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